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15 Getting over the measles 
FEDERICO GALLO 
In modem society, television has a before and an after. The day that the 
world became a "global town" marked the end of one civilisation and the 
beginning of another, states the author. 
Television, a magic rectangle, after all, controls many households. It is the 
new king o f our society, a guru o f sorts which knows everything, dictates 
fashion and destroys or exalts people or ideologies. 
The text analyses the possibilities of power offered by this form of media. 
The editor of a communications group that owns a television network has 
política) influence, but also runs an economic risk if he is wrong about his 
project. Fashions change on television. "Reality shows" have corne to us 
from abroad. At present in the United States, court programmes on real 
issues are very successful. Would it be good for them to corne to our 
country? 
The author believes that the new generations will become immune to 
television. Pe?ple will leam to choose, and there will be a natural selection 
process. 
20 The Limits of Television? 
SANTIAGO GIMENO DE PRIEDE 
A means of communication cannot be limited in a free regime; the author 
voices this opinion at the very beginning of the article. Today, however, from 
many areas, a series of rules or regulations which set the guidelines is being 
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requested. A type of professional code which would be exclusively applied to 
televisi on. 
Following this is an analysis of what television is. A device that we tum on 
and off as we please. And this is the viewer's privilege, the viewer's 
freedom. That which makes him or her control the form of media. With 
remote control, the television viewer buys the programmes which interest 
him the most. Looking at it in this manner, no one should consider the 
television an enemy in one's own home. This opportunity to choose has 
recently permitted soap operas to attain audiences of between 3 and 7 
million. This fact allows us to assume that society decides what it wants to 
watch and when it wants to watch it. Perhaps the limitations and restrictions 
should be applied first by public television networks, since they are financed 
by taxpayers' money. But overall, the article Jeans towards respect for 
freedom. The author has had the good fortune to never have kown 
censorship. 
27 
The Catalan Language 
and Competition on 
Television 
GABRIEL JARABA 
Public debate about television often remains centred around such superficial 
aspects as the race for viewing audiences and the activities that are derived 
from i t. This is caused by the lack o f a tradition o f scientific investigation i ri 7 7 
the field of mass communications, by the weakness of university research in 
our country, and also by the easy recurrence of attitudes of cultural elitism 
among many creators of opinion. 
There are some important issues, however, which do not arise in the debate, 
and one of them is that of the Catalan language on television. Catalan, he 
reminds us, has conquered new areas unique to popular culture with the 
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